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"Stefan Lanka: Biology as it is not - Refuting genetics, virology and cell 
theory".

Video( German ) 
https://wissen-ist-relevant.com/vortrage/stefan-lanka-die-biologie-wie-sie-nicht-ist-widerlegung-
der-genetik-virologie-und-zellenlehre/

 Rough translation interpretation  from 29 min 45 sec.

How did they end up designating particles as viruses?
And why do I ( Dr Lanka ) call my self an ex- virologist?

There are indeed structures that were the template  for virologist.

These structures exist, they can be easily isolated, photographed, 
biochemically characterised and they always contain a nucleic  acid of the 
same length ,  the ‘ inheritance ‘ . 
And the same composition that is called  a sequence.
And this template is called phage from phagocytosis ie ‘  eating’ as it was 
believed they eat the bacteria.

Today we know that when bacteria have no time to build its real spores that 
can convert back , then, they build mini-spores.
It was believed that these  mini-spores were dead as in those days it was 
believed that only what there is an  oxygen metabolism something is  alive as 
they could not measure anything else.
Today we know that these structure can self grow and have metabolism.



Dr Lanka has discovered in marine biology  30 years ago  one of these  
structures and it exists and has a meaningful function. 
When another organism does not do well when the living conditions quickly 
change it supplies it with nucleic acid and with building substances.
This process when bacteria transform into phages it is not destructive but a 
metamorphosis, the whole nucleic acid of the bacteria changes 100% into 
these structures .

They used these structures  - ie bacteriophages as a template for viruses. 
⸻-
It  is decisive to understand in virology ie,  
When ? Why?  and   Who? was it.

In addition there should be known that there was an old virology until 1952.
The idea of  a virus came from protein parts  and the protein was its own 
inheritance .
Then, virologists  did control experiments and realised when they let healthy 
organs decompose in the same way and do the same filtration steps they got  
the same proteins that were falsely misinterpret as viruses.
And immediately  conducted the control experiments attempting to prove 
transmission and noticed that there no transmission ever happened, no 
infection ever worked. 
They noticed that the procedure condition eg. injecting in the brain, or shoving 
a tube down the lungs  produces the illness .
But they never could cause transmission with an extract that was claimed to 
be infectious.

That can be read in the overview article 1999 at Max Planck Institute in Berlin 
Prof. Karlheinz Lüdtke, Max Planck Institute for the History of Science, Early 
History of Virology (Zur Geschichte der frühen Virusforschung), reprint 125, 89 
pages, 1999. i. K. (A 2) Preprint 1999 (3).
https://telegra.ph/Corona-The-comprehensible-and-verifiable-refutation-of-the-virus-
allegations-10-29



So virology  was  without a virus model, disproved itself.

And in 1952( ? )with the help of these structure ( phages) they discovered   that 
proteins do not come out of proteins, that protein is not its own inheritance as it was 
believed.

We are forced into thinking there is an inheritance substance, it is logical  if one 
believes that life originates out of a cell and that there is no field, no consciousness , 
no soul.
Then, we need to orchestrate these molecules, that out of this seed always emerges   
the wheat , in biblical terms   the juices.
One is forced that there is an inheritance , a building plan for life.
Before it was the protein, then  it was the nucleic acids.

Starting with 1952 it was established with the help of researching these phages that  
the proteins are produced only if there is a bit  of nucleic acid as a catalyst.
And after 1952 the nucleic acid became the inheritance substance.

Next step ,  was not surprising.
John Franklin Enders who was into researching  goes  suddenly into biology and meets 
a bacteriologist that works with phages . He is fascinated,  gets in the biology 
promotion ,  but he never studied biology,  natural science, medicine ie.  the scientific  
thinking that one needs to verify every step . 

Enders transfers the idea that bacteria produce phages to tissues of animals and 
humans and believes if these tissues  also die they may transform into viruses. ‘We do 
not know how they look as we have not seen any but if the tissues dies in the reagent 
glass that could indicate that we have a virus , an agent.’

Enders describes what he does, he  uses foetal serum, antibiotics but never does a 
control experiment. Otherwise he would have understood that tissues are dying when 
suddenly withdraw the foetal serum. ( as already mentioned, if add adult serum the 
tissue dies)
Antibiotics  by themselves can cause tissue death.



If Enders did control experiments he would have noticed that the lab conditions/ 
procedure causes the death of tissue.
But he equated  the dying with  isolating something from the outside and if can repeat 
it that is the proof . This is a misinterpretation even today. 

And in the publication Enders says explicitly that it is a speculation  ,that this 
cytopathic( cell dying) can be caused by other agents that  were  already in the tissue 
or other unknown factors as we notices that tissues  also die where nothing is done to 
them.
In another experiment they found another agent and the could not differentiate the 
cytopathic effect from the assumed infection.
So recommends that further critical analyses is needed. That never happened.

He also writes there is no reason to believe that these factors in people ( in vivo) would 
be the same as in the reagent glass. 
That  we are dealing with indirect observations and two experiments are essential to 
establish a connection between the agent that was produced and the real measles. Ie. 
Infection of animals and people
Those experiments were never done.

John Franklin Enders gets a Nobel Prize in medicine for something else.
So his explicit speculation becomes the basis of the new medicine, like the phoenix 
rising from the ashes.
In between the old refuted virology and the new virology they still vaccinated. Virology 
lost its virus mode( in 1952) and they build a new model after 1954  inspired from 
bacteriophages  using pseudoscience that no-one  verified until today by Dr Lanka -  
see the measles virus court case.

Out of the soup in the lab without purification virologist come  up with the life saving 
vaccine, that there is a virus in it,   live and attenuated if only takes a part of a protein 
or mRNA.

What virologist  also do , they take individual nucleic acids and construct something 
which they name viral genome  never seen the whole as  can  be see  in phages for the 
last  70 years where phages can be isolated, characterised and proven it is always the 
same. 



Virology not only is antiscientific but it also disproves itself.

It describes step by step that it does not isolate anything, they find nothing.
They need to first increase  something and then mathematically construct something 
which they never found in reality .

Dr Lanka did the control experiments for measles and with corona and will see if they 
get published. 
They did the same as what the virologist did , they took nucleic acid from animals or 
humans and could produce the same genome if they tell the program to make a 
corona virus. Out of the same data sentence can produce HIV or ebola virus or 
influenza.
‘You get what you pay for .’ - say the Americans.

⸻⸺-

And now the refutation of genetics.
See Genome in dissolution 
https://telegra.ph/Genetics-Genome-in-Dissolution-11-01

The refutation of  the whole genetics and at the same time of virology (based on 
genetics.) 

The geneticist did not tell the virologist that they refuted themselves.
Today they say they study epicenetics , give us more money, it may take 40 years.

In reality the genome is changing all the time , an inheritance that changes all the time 
is not possible.

Virologist if they were to get together would  contradict themselves as the geneticist 
did.
If Christian  Drosten was there , they would tell him, you idiot , you had to exaggerate 
so visibly that all the attention is on us now.

The scientist have contradicted themselves but have fail to inform the public.



We think in space ( greek concept  - in which things come to be ) ,  in which we 
imagine that there must be an inheritance substance forced by a materialistic thinking 
Solidified  by Virchow , the cellular pathology and cell teaching of life.
And because out of a seeds emerges the same it is assumed it is unchangeable.
This is forced logic where one is stuck in the cave of Plato and cannot imagine 
anything different.

The virologist do the same as the geneticist did  , take nucleic acids and build viral 
genome the way geneticist build chromosome.  But the geneticist did not tell the 
virologists ‘ let it be’.
They just go on. To big to fail.

Understandably if the geneticist failed to tell the public that they refuted themselves 
we do not expect it from the virologists will tell the public.
It is our culture as it is difficult to give up one’s models if it defines one’s identity, one 
need to  feed the family. 
Even though it is false and dangerous .

In reality everything changes , every seed.
Genetics was refuted as a model of inheritance .

⸻—

How did  ‘Corona ‘ happen?

The Chinese  tried to control the panic at the end of 2019 .

Prof Christian Drosten went on the internet, got the sequences by assuming it  was 
SARS, prepares 3 different tests , synthesises the chemicals . That  takes by itself 5 
days.
And on the day the Chinese come up with their calculated genome Drosten sends  the 
test  globally.

At the start , the Chinese showed the 49 cases , it was contained and no contagion , it 
is therefore not SARS , informed WHO, etc.



Difficult to transmit , not infectious so we can get on with the  Chinese New Year 
celebrations.

A  ‘specialist ‘ ( ?) of Prof. Drosten  travels  at own expense from South China to  
Wuhan, gives a midday  press conference , the whole western media was there and 
claims that the Chinese regime is lying. ( in a dictatorship) . because he had 2 patients 
in the South that tested positive with Drosten test 
Panic ensues. 

So the panic spread, used military to control the panic, lockdown.
So Drosten  created a global panic from a local one. He has done it before with SARS, 
Zika, Ebola..
With all the influenza viruses, bird flu,  swine flu etc Drosten sends out of his 
‘humanitarian ‘ reasons the test at no cost and produces positivity for those who 
believe it.

A mathematician  who does not want to be named ( as he is also a father ) has 
analysed the work of the Chinese paper  and has  shown on all grounds  that virology 
disproves itself.
Shows that only one program that the Chinese self programmed out of the data can 
generate a genome of a length that corresponds to corona.
If use a different program it does not work.
One  has to take parts and look for overlaps and use assembly that  works in one 
program but does not work in  another.
(Later the bio - informaticians    wrote that with  49 of  other programs it also does not 
work.)

It shows that they closed the gaps  in their model with a dirty PCR.
Over 14 cycles is dirty , 30 cycles is completely dirty and 45 cycles is unscientific 
They fill the gaps  in their model to construct the genome then with a second  very 
dirty PCR where there are a lot of sequences ,  typical human sequences.

Another control experiment given to an elite institute that also does not want to be 
named but the data is available .
They showed with clean 14 cycles you  already get from  human RNA  80% of the  
‘corona ‘genome while the Chinese in their first stage got 10% of the genome.



⸺-

How do we approach this 

Our fundamental  rights  that are assured are in all constitutions.
Are the medium of how we as humans collectively can  get out of it .
And with a deeper understanding of biology finally we  leave behind the  dualism, the 
good/ bad biology .
It is a great opportunity for a leap in development for humanity .

German law.
1. human dignity

The Basic Law begins with the words "Human dignity shall be 
https://www.deutschland.de/en/topic/politics/the-german-basic-law-article-1-human-
dignity

Recommends a book -Dominion.

https://www.goodreads.com/en/book/show/43885149-dominion

Shows that the principle of human rights, the individual freedom, individual 
responsibility , freedom of consciousness , equality that are  exclusively are christian 
values that were since  the French Revolution not attributed as christian. 
It is important as it is a continuation of an impulse, a constructive impulse.
A constructive impulse to take on and to implement.

I. BASIC RIGHTS

https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/applic/ihl/ihl-
nat.nsf/xsp/.ibmmodres/domino/OpenAttachment/applic/ihl/ihl-
nat.nsf/B43F4628C45A8EC1C1256B5F002FD21A/TEXT/72179389.pdf



Article 1 [Human dignity – Human rights – Legally binding force of basic rights]
(1) Human dignity shall be inviolable. To respect and protect it shall be the duty of all 
state authority.
(2) The German people therefore acknowledge inviolable and inalienable human rights 
as the basis of every community, of peace and of justice in the world.
(3) The following basic rights shall bind the legislature, the executive and the judiciary 
as directly applicable law.

Article 2 [Personal freedoms]
(1) Every person shall have the right to free development of his personality insofar as 
he does not violate the rights of others or offend against the constitutional order or the 
moral law.
(2) Every person shall have the right to life and physical integrity. Freedom of the 
person shall be inviolable. These rights may be interfered with only pursuant to a law.

These rights are interfered with  the Infection Act.
They are attacking the freedoms, the right to life and bodily integrity with the infection 
law.

But it did not impose on our right on the spiritual view,  beliefs,  political view, it is not in 
the infection law.

Article 3 [Equality before the law]
(1) All persons shall be equal before the law.
(2) Men and women shall have equal rights. The state shall promote the actual 
implementation of equal rights for women and men and take steps to eliminate 
disadvantages that now exist.
(3) No person shall be favoured or disfavoured because of sex, parentage, race, 
language, homeland and origin, faith, or religious or political opinions. No person 
shall be disfavoured because of disability.

So- If I believe in a god that created me without injections in the bum and without 
throwing viruses on  unknowing   babies , that is my belief . So it is over.
One can say I claim on a god that made  me perfect.



Article 5 [Freedom of expression, arts and sciences]
(1) Every person shall have the right freely to express and disseminate his opinions in 
speech, writing and pictures, and to inform himself without hindrance from generally 
accessible sources. Freedom of the press and freedom of reporting by means of 
broadcasts and films shall be guaranteed. There shall be no censorship.
(2) These rights shall find their limits in the provisions of general laws, in provisions for 
the protection of young persons, and in the right to personal honour.
(3) Arts and sciences, research and teaching shall be free. The freedom of 
teaching shall not release any person from allegiance to the constitution

Article 5 - opinion freedom
Censoring should not happen, but it does . The politicians  have commissioned it.
A report was commissioned 2010  -Pandemic.  Lessons learned with swine flu that 
Disappeared  overnight .
People learned that nanoparticles cause damage in swine-flu and 93% of the 
population refused the vaccine.
You have people who criticise  corona jabs even nowadays and talk about ‘spike 
proteins  ‘, mRNA  etc and not about the fact that the  dangerous nanoparticles  cause 
the vaccine harms.

The report concluded  :  There were to many contradictory experts so only have one 
voice in the future, present one opinion and not allow ‘ misinformation’ on the internet 
as contributed to 93%  not to take the swine flu jab.
An important detail, they censor but forgot to legitimise the censorship in the Infection 
law. 
That means, they are all hostile to the constitution.

They are  anti-law   and antiscientific.
Whoever  spoke ‘ corona ’ is antiscientific.

Article 5
“ research and teaching shall be free. The freedom of teaching shall not release any 
person from allegiance to the constitution”



It says one has  to be scientific. But scientific  truth is absent.

“Act on the Prevention and Control of Infectious Diseases in Man “

https://germanlawarchive.iuscomp.org/?p=2487

“Article 1 Act on the Prevention and Control of Infectious Diseases in Man

(Protection against Infection Act)

Chapter One – General provisions

Section 1 Purpose of the Act
(1) It is the purpose of this Act to prevent communicable diseases in human beings, to detect infections at 
an early point in time and to prevent their spread.

(2) The participation of and co-operation between authorities at the Federal, Laender and local levels, 
physicians, veterinary surgeons, hospitals, scientific establishments well as any other parties involved that 
is necessary for the above purpose shall correspond to the current state of medical and 
epidemiological science and technology and shall be supported. The individual responsibility of the 
bodies responsible for and persons in charge of community facilities, food-handling establishments, health 
facilities and the personal responsibility of each individual in preventing communicable diseases shall be 
clearly explained and encouraged.”

Section 2 Definition of terms
For the purposes of the Act,

1. pathogen
is an agent capable of replication (virus, bacterium, fungus, parasite) or any other transmissible 
biological agent capable of causing an infection or communicable disease in human beings,

      11. vaccine injury  -are the health-related and economic consequences of a health impairment due to 
vaccination the degree of which exceeds that of a normal post-vaccinal reaction; a vaccine injury is also 
present if agents capable of replication were used for vaccination and persons other than the person 
vaccinated were injured,

The Infection Act says clearly that it is necessary to be scientific.And that is not 
happening .

When it will be realised , the infection law loses is effect as they are illegal as the virus 
does not exist . All ‘corona’ measures are illegal.

⸻



Safeguarding Good Research Practice

1997 a huge international  scientific scandal  originating in Germany  went public, all 
from immunology,  vaccine AIDS,cancer  , vaccine , everything  all were coauthor on a 
publication from Frieghelm Hermann, he has almost fabricated  most of his data and 
those in the know did not speak  out.

“The German scientific press has dubbed the case "the Chernobyl ofThe German scientific press has dubbed the case "the Chernobyl of  
science".science".

“evidence that the results of at least 80 of his published cancer research tests were 
faked.”

“ Many of the dubious papers were published in respected US and European journals. 
Dr Houben said that although many had been withdrawn, it was impossible to guage 
their impact on medical research.
Faking scientific research, however, is not a criminal offence under German law.”

https://www.theguardian.com/world/1999/nov/08/2

So  ‘ Safeguarding Good Practice ‘  was needed to prevent scientific fraud with public 
funding .

As Eugen Rostenstock-Huessy  already wrote in 1929 
The thankful people finance the science. This has been going on for a long time.
He is  annoyed when people think that corona is a plandemic . It is not .
It the culmination of a forced way of  thinking  in the development of the human history  
-see Ivan Illich.
It is a  quasi third war but a soft war as has not generated as many victims as other 
wars.

It is an awakening to get out of this historical impasse ( the result of the aberrations in 
history  - the consequential errors ) ie.  virology 
Virus or not? 
Science or not?



They say only scientist can know what is science ,claim  and there are so few black 
sheep and one can see them.
The politicians made  the rules that we will obey and is in the employment control.
Says  job of the scientist is to  constantly check results and to question. Why?
It is shown that no theory has survived  time. Everything was refuted and a few that 
stayed were changed  to such an extend that has little to do with the original.

Mistakes are human but to not admit them is fatal.

That is why we have the rules .
That is why the scientist needs to constantly question  everything, oneself and other.
One has to present his data  but also that of others who  question it.
But it is clear they are not doing it.
As   Eugen Rostenstock-Huessy writes.
“ Scholars are just capable and quite incapable of loving the overthrow of their 
virtue.”

Control experiments are obligatory , never done in  virology, .
That is why the whole virology is antiscientific, the infection  Act is  not valid and 
all the measures are illegal.

Concentrate on one point . Ie ‘  Is it scientific or not? 
There is no virologist that would come forward to say they are scientific as there is  no 
publication in virology that has the obligatory control experiments .
At the same time there can be a  beginning in a leap in human evolution where we can 
learn and not be forced to keep repeating the same  nonsense as  AIDS, cancer etc.

Next presentation will be on : How the biology is.


